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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Preamble 
The motivation of this study comes from an observation on the simplest kind of 
asymptotic theory, the one based on normal approximations. In this case we seem to 
be in paradise, pampered with maximally concentrated estimators, uniformly most 
powerful tests, and confidence sets which are intervals. There is but one disadvantage: 
in this paradise, one is rather far from reality. Normal approximation is an oversim­
plification. Moreover, the normal approximation does not allow one to discriminate 
between statistical procedures which are equivalent at this level of accuracy. Since the 
normal approximation reflects the actual performance of statistical procedures only 
to a certain degree, practical relevant differences may be hidden behind an identical 
asymptotic behavior. 
It appears that more refined asymptotic methods - using asymptotic expansions 
rather than normal approximations - lead to a general statistical theory which, though 
more complicated than the theory based on normal approximations, is still simple 
enough to achieve numerical results which are of sufficient accuracy for moderate 
sample sizes. We hope that asymptotic methods will finally be accepted as solutions 
to the problems mathematical statistics is faced with. The fact that, in most cases, 
no other solutions are feasible should support this process. 
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There are several general approaches to distribution approximations. The one 
to which we restrict attention is that of finding asymptotic expansions - in which the 
errors of approximation approach zero as some parameter, typically a sample size, 
approaches infinity. Essentially, the method consists of finding improvements to the 
large sample approximations used throughout statistics. The aim is not to obtain a 
better bound for the errors of the normal approximation, but to reduce the error by 
use of a better approximation. This preferable approach was developed by Edgeworth 
as an improvement to the central limit theorem. We will give special attention to 
this Edgeworth expansion. 
Furthermore, we also consider a resampling method called bootstrap. This method 
consists of approximating the distribution of a function of the observations and the 
underlying distribution, by what Efron (1979) calls the bootstrap distribution of this 
quantity. This distribution is obtained by replacing the unknown distribution by 
the empirical distribution of the data in the definition of the statistical function, 
and then resampling the data to obtain a Monte Carlo distribution for the resulting 
random variables. We study the two methods, Edgeworth expansion and bootstrap 
approximation, in the context of linear regression models. More details about the 
development of Edgeworth expansion and basic results establishing the specialty of 
bootstrap approximation will be given in the next chapter. 
1.2 Statements of the Problems 
First of all, we consider a linear regression model 
Vj -  x'-j3 + e^; ; = 1,2,... ,n (1.1) 
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where yi,y2i • • • iVn are observations; ej^,e2,...,£7^ are independent identically dis­
tributed random variables with common distribution function F, having mean zero, 
and finite variance cr^; xi^x2,- • • ,Xn are known, nonrandom p-vectors; and (3 is 
the pxl vector of parameters. The dimension p is allowed to increase with n. The 
problem is to find good approximations for the distributions of standardized as well 
as studentized linear combinations of least squares estimators of (3 without assuming 
normal errors. Also conditions on the Xj's should be investigated to get the good 
approximations. 
Note that the least squares estimates are optimal if the errors are independent 
and identically distributed normal, so we need a careful inspection of the pattern of 
the residuals. In fact, we never know the precise distribution of the errors; therefore 
we need robust alternatives to the method of least squares. A robust estimator 
is one that is not too sensitive to departures from underlying assumptions. The 
setup of robust estimation can be described as follows. We assume that the process 
generating the observations under consideration can be described approximately by 
some parametric model, and we want to estimate the parameters of this model (or 
some function of them), i.e., we want to find a statistic whose distribution is close 
to these parameter values. However, we know that the parametric model is not 
quite true: and therefore we require that the estimator changes only slightly if the 
distribution of the observations is slightly altered from that of the strict parametric 
model with certain parameter values. We have to specify the types of deviations to 
be allowed for. We may try to distinguish three main reasons for deviations from a 
parametric model: 
é (i) rounding of the observations. 
• (ii) the occurrence of gross errors, and 
• (iii) the model itself may only be an approximation to the underlying chance 
mechanism, e.g. by virtue of the central limit theorem. 
The least squares estimator is obtained by minimizing the sum of squares: 
n 
X) ^ yj ~ (1-2) 
One way to obtain a robust estimator is to replace the function (1.2) to be minimized 
by some expression which is less sensitive to extreme values of the residuals 
J 
We simply replace (1.2) by 
Tj = yj -  x-j3\ j  =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  7 1 .  
n 
XI P^yj ~ (1.3) 
i=i 
where p is some (usually convex) function, e.g. (Huber, 1973) 
p{x) = ;|a:|<c 
1 2 
— c|a:| — -c ; |a:| > c. (1.4) 
The value of c may depend on the observations Xj, in order to obtain scale invariance. 
If we differentiate (1.3) we obtain (with 4' = p') the following equations 
n 
XjiiVj -  x'j/3) = 0 (1.5) 
J = 1 
which is equivalent to (1.3) if p is convex. A solution to the equation (1.5) is called 
an M-estimator of (3. Notice that if we take ip{x) = x, the M-estimator is equivalent 
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to the least squares estimator of /?. The corresponding V" for (1.4) is 
—  — c  ; x  <  — c  
= X ; |®| < c 
= c ; X > c. (1.6) 
The corresponding M-estimator to this tp limits, but does not entirely eliminate, the 
influence of outliers. This is an optimal choice of V», in the minimax sense for robust 
estimation of parameter in the normal location model. This is a type of Winzorized 
mean estimator. 
If F{.,6) has density or mass function the maximum likelihood estimator 
of 6 corresponds to 
^(a:) =-^log/(.-c,0). (1.7) 
If ^ is a location parameter, then the least absolute value estimator minimizing 
pYj — ^1 corresponds to 
Tpix) = —1 ; z < 0 
— 0 ; X = 0 
= 1 ; X > 0. (1.8) 
A form of trimmed mean estimator (Huber, 1964) corresponds to 
i > { x )  =  X  ; |x| < c 
= 0 ; |x| > c (1.9) 
for some constant c > 0. The M-estimator obtained from this eliminates the 
influence of outliers. Hamp el's (1968) modification of Huber's score function •4> was 
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proposed in order to satisfy qualitative criteria, such as low gross-errors-sensitivity, 
small local-shift-sensitivity, etc. is given by 
V'(.'c) = X ;0 < a; < a 
-  a  \ a  <  X  <  h  
=  4 ^ )  ; 6 < = : < c  
c — 0 
= 0 ; ® > c, and 
4 ' { x )  =  — i p { — x )  ; z < 0, (1.10) 
for some constants 0 < a < 6 < c. The M-estimator for this ip is completely rejecting 
the influence of outliers but very little efficiency compare to Ruber's at the normal 
case. A smoothed version of Hampel's is given by 
TT 
i l > { x )  =  sinaa: ; 0 < a: < — 
= 0 ; a: > — and 
a  
4 ' { x )  =  — i j . ' { — x )  ; a; < 0 (1.11) 
for some constant a > 0. 
The second model is a p-population linear regression model 
+ S"! Î = 1,2,..., p (1.12) 
where 1^- and are n^-xl random vectors from the population, /3j is k x l  vector of 
parameters, and Xj^ is n^xk known nonrandom matrix. For this model, we investigate 
the M-estimator of f3 corresponding to some score function with some regularity 
conditions on 0, F, and X^-'s. The number of populations p is increasing with the 
number of observations N = n i, A: is a fixed positive integer and > 1 for 
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i = 1,2,...,p. This assumption reflects the experimental setting to which it would 
be applied: as the resources for a larger experiment become available, more situations 
will generally be examined. For example, in education, if we have a larger number 
of students available we can divide them into a larger number of groups and conduct 
different teaching methods with the groups. The outcome of this experiment can be 
identified by a fixed number of academic achievements and aptitude of the students. 
For any fixed i,  the equation (1.12) is exactly the model in Lahiri (1990). If we 
take A; — 1, = l^^-, the M^-dimensional column vector of I 's, for i = 
the model reduces to Ringland's (1980) model. The problem is to derive Edgeworth 
expansion and study bootstrap approximations of the M-estimator of (3 under suitable 
regularity conditions on and X^ 's. 
1.3 Basic Notations and Definitions 
This section presents, for reference, some of the notational conventions and def­
initions used. Let Z'^ be the set of nonnegative integers, and u G G for 
some A; > 1, then: 
\i/\ = vi + 1/2 + .. .  + Vf^ 
ul = 
z" = 
D" = 
Da = —— (partial derivative with respect to .t--) 
•' OXj •' 
Xi/{X) = z/^^cumulant of random vector X 
disp{X) = dispersion matrix of random vector A' 
= standard normal distribution on 
= density of 
grad{H) = gradient of a function H 
Iji = column vector of I's with n — dimension 
= collection of functions with 
continuous k — derivative 
a ' = transpose of matrix A 
= inverse of matrix A 
A~ = generalized inverse of matrix A 
det{A) = determinant of matrix A 
= norm of matrix A 
||aj|oo = supremum norm of a function a 
— complement of a set B in 
dB = boundary of a set B 
(dB)^ — 7/ — neighborhood of a set B 
• For any function a{n) and b{n), we also use the following concepts and notations, 
as n —> 5 where 6 can be 0 or oo. 
a{n) = o{b{n)) if 0 
and 
a(7i) = 0(6(n)) if 
where c is some constant. 
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• Let / be a real-valued function on R^, then the Fourier transform of / is defined 
as 
g { t )  =  J  e x - p { i t '  x ) f { x ) d x  
for any t G R^. If / is a density of a random vector X on R^, then g is called 
the characteristic function of X. 
• Let g be the characteristic function of a random vector X on R^. The distri­
bution function of X satisfies Cramer's condition if 
limsup 115(011 < 1 
||i||-^oo 
or equivalently 
limsup 115(011 < 1 
||i||>6 
for t G R^ and some b > 0. 
• Let A C R^, B C R^ he open sets. A map (j) from A to S is called a diffeomor-
phism if (f> carries A homomorphically onto B and if (j) and (f)~^ are smooth (all 
partial derivatives exist and are continuous). 
• We will use • to indicate the end of a proof. 
After discussing some motivation and basic concepts and introducing some basic 
notations in this chapter, we will review, in the next chapter, some theories and results 
regarding the development of Edgeworth expansions and the bootstrap approach, 
especially in linear regression models. In Chapters 3 and 4 , we state and prove the 
main results on least squares estimators and on general M-estimators, respectively. 
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To have some idea about the polynomials in the Edgeworth expansion, we give some 
examples in Chapter 3. One example is also given to demonstrate the feasibility of all 
conditions in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 includes some comments and possible extensions 
of this work. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Edgeworth Expansion 
The study of approximations to distributions formed a major part of statistical 
developments during the end of last century and the early part of this century and 
included important work by Char lier, Edgeworth, Pearson and others. The principal 
problem was the approximation to sampling distributions by theoretical functions and 
the methods proposed consisted chiefly either of choosing an approximating function 
from some class of functions, such as the Pearson type distributions or the Gram-
Char lier functions, or choosing a transformation of variable which would reduce the 
distribution to approximate normality. 
With the increasing importance of statistical inference, interest in approxima­
tions has continued because of the increasing number and complexity of theoretical 
distributions and the need for usable approximations to them. There are several 
general approaches to distribution approximations. The one to which we restrict at­
tention is that of finding asymptotic expansions. Essentially, the method consists of 
finding improvements to the large sample approximations used throughout statistics. 
In a simple and common form, let F n { x )  be a sequence of distribution functions 
12 
approximated by a partial sum of a series 
oo 
2A^(a;) (2.1) 
j=0 
where the errors satisfy the condition 
s—3 ^ 
i=0 
(^~2) 
<Ti -Z-Ca(z), (2.2) 
that is, the errors, using any partial sum, are of the same order of magnitude as the 
first neglected term. We call an asymptotic expansion valid to 5 — 2 terms if the first 
s — 2 partial sums have this property, and valid uniformly in x if the bound Cs{x) 
do not depend on x. 
Ideally, sharp values of C s {x) should be known. This is rare in statistical applica­
tions but common in applications to special functions like gamma or Bessel functions. 
Then successive terms could be added until the error bound reaches its minimum, 
giving the best guaranteed approximation, or an earlier sum used if the error is small 
enough. But asymptotic expansions, except where convergent, have the inherent 
limitation that there is a minimum error which limits the accuracy achievable. 
Now, let Xi,X2, • • • ,Xn be a sequence of independent and identically dis­
tributed random variables with mean fi, variance cr^, and higher cumulants given 
by 
{cr^Xr ; r > 3}. 
Denote by Fn the distribution function of the standardized sum 
,2.3, 
\/E&l VarlXi) 
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To prepare for later expansions, it will be convenient to develop a class of formal 
expansions sometimes known as the Charlier differential series (Wallace, 1958). The 
expansion is based on a distribution $ which need not be a normal distribution. Let 
•0 be the characteristic function corresponding to $ and {l'r}r>l its cumulants. Let 
F be the distribution to be approximated with characteristic function y? and {«r}7.>l 
its cumulants. By the definition of cumulants, the characteristic functions satisfy the 
formal identity 
If now, ^(a;) and all its derivatives vanish at extremes of the range of x  and exist for all 
X in that range, then by integration by parts, is the characteristic function 
with respect to x ,  the formal identity corresponds term-wise in any formal expansion 
to the formal identity 
We can formally and apparently construct a distribution with prescribed cumulants 
by choosing $ and formally expanding. 
The most important developing function ^(x) is a normal distribution and with 
that choice, the formal expansion had been given earlier by Edgeworth (1905). The 
Edgeworth expansion for the studentized mean of a univariate sample has a long 
history; Wallace (1958) gives a summary. Cramer (1962) justified the expansion for 
the distribution of 
Introducing the differential operator D to represent differentiation 
(2.5) 
1=1 
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where are identical and independent real random variables with zero mean, the 
characteristic function / satisfies 
limsup 1/(01 < !• 
|i|—>00 
Now, take the developing function to be the standard normal distribution 
function $. Then the cumulant differences in the formal identity (2.4) are 
'^1 - 71 = 0 = «2 ~ 72 
(^•~2) 
«r — 7r = 2 ; r > 3, 
where \r is defined earlier on this section. The Edgeworth series is obtained by 
collecting terms in the formal expansion according to powers of ra 2, thus yielding 
a formal asymptotic expansion of the characteristic function of the form 
00 
(2.6) Vn{i) -  ^ 1 + ^ n ^Pr{it)j exp( —— ) 
with Pr a polynomial of degree 3r with coefficients depending on the cumulants of 
order 3 through {r + 2). If denotes the derivative of $, the corresponding 
distribution function expansion is 
00 J. 
fk(z) = $(a;)+Yi" 2fX(-D)($(z))). (2.7) 
r=l 
It is important to note that every term beyond the normal approximation can be 
expressed as the product of the normal density and a polynomial in x. The first few 
terms of the expansion are: 
A3$(3)(z) 
F n {x) -  $(.%;) 
1 
+ 
n 
6v/n 
A4#)(a;) A^0(G)(a;) 
24 ^ 72 + (2.8)  
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This procedure of development can also be applied to the distribution of random 
vectors. 
Suppose Zi, Z2, • • •, Zji are nindependent and identically distributed A-dimensional 
random vectors. Now we will briefly outline the procedure for arriving at the Edge-
(•s—2) 
worth expansion of the normalized statistic y/n{Z — ji) with error 0{n 2 ). Here 
Z is the average of Zi,Z2,... ,Zn and n = EZ^. Let disp{Zi) = F be nonsingular 
and write 
1 
ps = E\\V ^Zi\ (2.9) 
for s a real number. Let fn{t) denote the characteristic function of \/n{Z — /i). If 
Ps < 00 for some integer a > 3, then the first step is to establish the following 
estimate. 
(  h \  -^4^ ci(s,k)n I Ps 
for \\t\\ < C2i^, k)y/npi (s—2) 
\\D<^[fn{ty-js,nm < 
+ ||f||3(^-2)+|«|j exp(-^), (2.10) 
|a| < s and for constants cj and C2 which depend on 
their arguments only. Here 'ys,n{i) is the Cramer-Edgeworth expansion of fn{t) up 
Js-2) 
to order 0{n 2 ); 
î s , n { ^ )  =  
6 - 2  
1 + ^ 71 "IPriit) 
r=l 
exp(-^iVi), (2 .11 )  
where Pr{.,.) is a polynomial defined later in section 3.6. A proof may be found in 
Bhattacharya and Rao (1986), Theorem 9.10. By using the inversion formula, one 
may now write the density of the expansion as 
16 
s-2 
l + Y ^ P r i - D )  
r=l 
(2.12) 
where ( j j y  is the normal density with mean zero and dispersion matrix V ,  and P r { — D )  
is obtained on formally replacing it in Pr{it) by —D, i.e., on replacing {it)^ = 
b y  ( - Z ) ] ^ ) ' * l ( — f o r  e v e r y  m u l t i - i n d e x  
a = («2,«2, ' • • )Suppose qnix) is the density of y/n{Z — ft), then using (2.10) 
gives the estimate 
_(6-2) 
||®"{9n(a:) - 75,n(-'c)}|| = 0(«- ), (2.13) 
where (2.13) holds uniformly in x E and for |a| < s. Edgeworth expansion of a 
smooth function of this normalized statistic is also valid. 
Bhattacharya and Ghosh (1978) derived an Edgeworth expansion for statistics 
of the form 
Wn = Hi^)) (2.14) 
where H is a. smooth (Borel measurable function) on R^, and /.i = EZn with 
% = z = èE"=iZi. (2.15) 
for a sequence of independent and identically distributed m-dimensional observations 
{yn}n>l some real-valued Borel measurable functions f\,f2i • • • R^. Let 
V be the dispersion matrix of Zn- If V is singular, 1, fi{Yn), f2{yn), • • • ^fki^'n) are 
linearly dependent when considered as elements of the space of random variables. 
Then there exists a maximal integer k' and distinct indices î j , 22, • • • i among 
1,2,..., fc such that 1, . - -, are linearly independent. Defining 
^f{Yn)^ (2.16) 
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we can find a function H' , defined on and as smooth as H,  such that H'{Z)  =  
H{Z), where Z = ^ ^^=1 A" Therefore, we can always assume that V is nonsingu-
lar, without any essential loss of generality. 
The Edgeworth expansion for the vector of the standardized least squares esti­
mator of a multiple linear regression parameter can be done directly since it is a sum 
of independent random vectors. Qumsiyeh (1986) derived Edgeworth expansions for 
the standardized as well as studentized least squares estimators in linear regression 
models. Qumsiyeh considered model (1.1) only for fixed dimension regression param­
eters, when X has full column rank. However, in this study, we allow the dimension 
of the parameters to increase with n and do not require that X is necessarily of full 
column rank. 
The methods for actually obtaining the terms in the Edgeworth expansion and 
for proving their validity are different. Formally, it is very convenient to work with the 
joint characteristic function of W directly to derive the coefficients of the polynomials 
in the Edgeworth expansion. Rigorous argument requires manipulating the joint 
density directly and then showing the formal computations yield the same results. 
The equivalence of the resulting expansions follows from the work of Bhattacharya 
and Ghosh (1978) and Bhattacharya and Rao (1986). 
Based on the assumption that a sequence of distributions can be approximated 
to a certain order of accuracy by an Edgeworth series, Skovgaard (1981) proved that 
such an expansion may be transformed by a sequence of smooth functions of the 
corresponding random vectors to yield another Edgeworth expansion of the resulting 
sequence of distributions. This expansion may be calculated using the moments 
obtained by the delta method, i.e., the moments formally calculated from a Taylor 
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series expansion omitting terms of higher order. This kind of technique is applicable 
to the expansion of the general M-estimators with some smoothness conditions on 
the score function 
Unlike the least squares estimators, for general M-estimator Tn (say), the ex­
pansion is obtained in two steps. First, one constructs a stochastic expansion for Tn 
of the form 
Here for each i  =  0,1,2, denotes a smooth function of certain normalized sums 
of independent vectors. Next one obtains an Edgeworth expansion for the density of 
using the technique of Bhattacharya and Ghosh (1978). 
Lahiri (1990) obtained Edgeworth expansions for standardized as well as stu-
dentized M-estimators of linear regression parameters based on data taken from one 
population. The other work, Lahiri (1989) treats the simple linear regression model 
and obtains Edgeworth expansions for general M-estimators under weaker growth 
conditions on the design points. Moreover, he allows score functions that are not 
necessarily smooth. The first-order terms of the joint Edgeworth expansion for p stu-
dentized M-estimators of location parameters in one lay out designed was obtained by 
Ring land  (1980) .  Th i s  i s  a  spec ia l  case  o f  mode l  (1 .2 )  by  t ak ing  k  =  1  and  A ' j  =  In^  
for i = 1,2,... ,p. He also required the score function to be smooth. 
An overview of articles connected with the asymptotics of M-estimators in linear 
regression models with increasing dimension is contained in Portnoy (1984). The most 
general result is stated in Portnoy (1985). He assumes that the dimension p grows 
(2.17) 
PFti = t(0)-t-n -f n-^T(2), (2.18) 
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with n  in such a way that 
_1 3 3 
n p2(log7i)2 0 as n —> oo. 
Then under some technical conditions on and complicated assumptions about the 
design, it is shown that certain linear contrasts are approximately normal. 
Mammen (1989) gave a stochastic approximation of the M-estimator which in 
general is different from the (first and) higher-order stochastic expansion for fixed 
dimension. Mammen's expansion for the M-estimator holds essentially under the 
condition that 
1 2 
h .no  { \ogn)o —0 as n —> oo, 
where h  is the maximal diagonal element of the hat matrix: 
h  = sup X)~^x i .  
l< i<n  
In the balanced case, h  — In our least squares estimator, it is necessary to have 
—^ < c as % —oo for some constants c > 0 and any 6 > 0. For our M-estimator 
I ' M '  
„3 
we need to assume ^ 0 as iV —> oo for getting the validity of the error bound in 
the Edgeworth expansion. 
2.2 Bootstrap Approximation 
We discuss first the one-sample situation in which a random sample of size 
n is observed from a completely unspecified distribution function F. Let A' = 
(X]^,^"2,..., An) and x = {xi,x2, • • • ,Xn) denote the random sample and its ob­
served realization, respectively. 
The problem we wish to solve is the following. Given a specified random variable 
R{X,F), possibly depending on both X and the unknown F, estimate the sampling 
distribution of R on the basis of the observed data x. A bootstrap procedure is 
one possible resolution. The bootstrap method for the one-sample problem is the 
following: 
1. Construct the empirical distribution function Fn, putting mass i at each point 
2. With Fn fixed, draw a random sample of size n  from Fn,  say X*.  Call this 
X* =  ,%2 ) •  •  •  ) ^ ^n )  t he  boo t s t rap  sample .  
3. Approximate the sampling distribution of R{X^  F)  by the boo t s t rap  d i s t r ibu t ion  
R* = R{X*, Ffi), i.e., the distribution of R* induced by the random mechanism 
in 2, with Fn held fixed at its observed values. 
The point is that the distribution of R* can be calculated exactly once the data x  is 
observed. 
Some important applications of this basic principle have been made in a number 
of statistical problems. Efron (1979) has shown that the bootstrap works satisfac­
torily on a variety of estimation problems. The exposition proceeds by a series of 
examples: variance of the sample median, error rates in a linear discriminant analysis, 
ratio estimation, and estimating regression parameters. Another work of Bickel and 
Freedman (1981) shows that the bootstrap method of distribution approximation is 
asymptotically valid in more general problems involving the empirical and quantile 
processes, and von Mises functionals. Babu and Singh (1983, 1984) have studied the 
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asymptotic accuracy of the bootstrap approximation to the distribution of a fc-sample 
studentized function of the sample mean. 
For nonlattice distributions, Singh (1981) shows that the bootstrap approxima­
tion of the distribution of the standardized mean is asymptotically more accurate 
than approximation by the limiting normal distribution. Under the assumption of 
finiteness of the fourth moment, the convergence rate of the bootstrap approximation 
_1  1  
of the standardized mean  i s 0(n (log log n) 2). 
Liu (1988) discussed the bootstrap procedure when Xi,X2,... ,Xn are indepen­
dent observations drawn from distribution Gi, (?2,... ,Gn with a common mean or a 
common center of symmetry but not necessarily identical. The result that the asymp­
totic properties of the classical bootstrap still hold under this model is a primarily a 
consequence of the simple probabilistic identity disp{Xn) = disp{(n), where 
are taken to be independent and identically distributed having cumulative distribu­
tion function Gn = ^ with Xn = ^ ^nd ^ (r Since 
the empirical distribution function Fn based on X^-'s well approximates Gn, typically 
at the rate Op{n 2), the classical bootstrap which draws samples from Fn should 
correctly estimate the standard error of which equals the standard error of Xn-
Another approach for dealing with independent and nonidentically distributed 
random variables in regression model can be seen in Wu (1986). Wu's analysis of 
the bootstrap gives a different picture from that of Efron (1982), which deals primar­
ily with independent and identically distributed problems. The bootstrap method 
seems to depend on the existence of an exchangeable component of a model. If such 
a component does not exist (e.g., heteroscedastic linear models, generalized linear 
models), it may result in serious problems such as bias and inconsistency as shown in 
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Wu's examples. However, the bootstrap will remain a major tool in the resampling 
arsenal. 
Even though in many cases the bootstrap method works successfully, there are 
some situations where we face problems with the bootstrap. Bickel and Freedman 
(1981) give some examples where the bootstrap fails, for instance, when estimating 
9 for variables uniformly distributed over [0,0]. This kind of problem is also found 
in estimating regression parameters. 
In a regression model, the e^'s themselves are not observable and hence we need 
to estimate the error distribution function by using the residuals. More specifically, 
the observable column vector residuals is given by 
ê = Y — X^rif (2.19) 
where $n is the least squares estimator of/?. Note that in the unbootstrapped model, 
Eei = 0. However, ^ Ylf—i need not vanish, for the column space of X need 
not include the constant vectors. Let Fn be the empirical distribution function of 
— fi,ê2 — /i,... ,ên — fi-, so Fji puts mass i at — fi. Then J xdFn{x) — 0. Given 
F, let e|, £2,..., be conditionally independent, with common distribution Fn. Let 
e* be the n-vector whose component is e*, and let 
Y*=X0n  +  e* .  (2.20) 
Informally, e* is obtained by resampling the centered residuals. And F* is generated 
from the data, using the regression model with as the vector of parameters and 
Fn as the error distribution. The bootstrapped least squares estimator is 
/?* = {X'X)-^X'Y*. (2.21) 
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The bootstrap principle is that the distribution of \/n{/3^ — ^n)] which can be 
computed directly from the data, approximates the distribution of \/n(^n —/)). This 
approx imat ion  i s  l ike ly  t o  be  ve ry  good ,  p rov ided  n  i s  l a rge  and  (T ' ^p . t race{X 'X)~^  
is small (Freedman, 1981). Other results on bootstrapping least squares estimators 
have been obtained by Bickel and Freedman (1983). 
What happens if the residuals are not centered before resampling ? Suppose the 
cons tan t  vec to r s  a re  ne i the r  inc luded  in  nor  o r thogona l  t o  the  co lumn space  o f  X.  
Then the distribution of y/n{l3^ — Pn) incorporates a bias term which is random (de­
pending on ej, e2,..., era) and which in general has a nondegenerate normal limiting 
distribution. This is so despite the fact that the empirical distribution function of 
the uncentered residuals converges to F. In short, without centering, the bootstrap 
will usually fail. 
Similar problem arises in the context of bootstrapping M-estimators as well. In 
accordance with the M-estimator ^n-, we define ë,^ = Vi — for i = 1,2,..., n. Let 
Fn denote an estimator of the error distribution F based on the residuals ëj's. Draw 
a bootstrap sample e^,...,from Fn and define 
for i = 1, 2,... ,n. We may define the bootstrapped estimator /3^ as a solution to 
n  
^  Xiip iy^  -  x' i l3 )  =  0 .  (2 .22)  
1=1 
But this does not work in general, as shown in Lahiri (1989). For p  =  1  and F^  
the empirical distribution function of ë^-'s, an example shows that almost surely, 
normalized {/3!^ ~ $n) converges weakly to a normal distribution with some random 
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mean and the random mean itself converges weakly to a standard normal distribution. 
Along the same line we can show that for general the situation hardly improves if, 
instead, Fn is taken to be the empirical distribution function of the centered residuals. 
Therefore, we must remove the inherent asymptotic bias of the bootstrapped M-
estimator by requiring Fn and tp to satisfy 
W(eî) = 0 (2.23) 
where En denotes the expectation under Fn- This can be achieved either by choos­
ing the resampling distribution suitably or, alternatively, by modifying the equation 
(2.21) according to Shorack (1982). 
Lahiri (1990) considered one case under each of these types of modifications. 
He considered the situation where for some j, 1 < J < p, the component of all 
x.i = - 1 < ^ are of the same sign (i.e., either all positive or 
all negative). Choosing Fn to be a suitable weighted empirical distribution function 
with weight depending on the z^^'s, he showed that the corresponding bootstrap 
procedure provides a better approximation than the usual normal approximation. 
In the second modification, Fn is taken to be the ordinary empirical distribution 
function of residuals but the bootstrapped estimator f3^ is defined as a solution of 
the changed equation 
n  
The resulting approximation is shown to be second order correct in Lahiri (1989) 
when the number of parameters p is 1. This modification was originally proposed by 
Shorack (1982) for bootstrapping M-estimators of multiple linear regression param­
eters. Indeed, Shorack has shown that when the number of parameters p increases 
HVi - ^ 'i^) - Eni^{4) = 0. (2.24) 
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1 
with the sample size n at the rate o(7i3), the corresponding bootstrap procedure is 
first order correct. 
Recently, Mammen (1989) has obtained some very interesting first order results. 
He has shown that the second modification of the naive bootstrap procedure provides 
a first order approximation to the distribution of linear functions 
(2.25) 
where a  G RP and ||a|| = 1 when ^ = o(l) as n —> oo, even though the limiting 
distribution of the unbootstrapped statistics is not known. In our p-population model 
with N observations, we allow p and N to increase. Under the assumption that 
—> 0 as iV —> oo, the bootstrap approximation of the studentized M-estimator is 
shown to be second order correct. 
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3. RESULTS ON LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATORS 
3.1 Introduction 
Consider the linear regression model 
y j  =  x ' j /3  +  e j - ,  j  =  l , 2 , . . . , n  (3.1) 
where y i , y2 ,  •  •  •  , yn  are observations; e i , e2 , . .. , en  are independent identically dis­
tributed random variables with common distribution function F, having mean zero, 
and finite variance <7^; X2,..., Xn are known, nonrandom p-vectors; and /? is the 
pxl vector of parameters. We will assume that (3.1) is the one element of a sequence 
of similar problems. Dependence of yj^s , Xj^s , e^'s ..., etc. on n will be suppressed, 
whenever there is no danger of confusion. Furthermore, we allow the dimension p to 
inc rease  wi th  n .  
The model (3.1) can be written in matrix notations as 
Y = X/3  + e. (3.2) 
Suppose that rank(X)  =  p*  <  p .  Then the least squares estimate of /? is given by 
(3.3) 
For fixed k  <  p* ,  let A — An be a pxk  matrix such that A'f3 are k  linearly independent 
estimable parametric functions. Therefore A should be a full column rank matrix. 
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Define the normalized A:-dimensional statistics 
Tn  — A' ( / ? ra  — (3 ) .  (3.4) 
Besides conditions on F, we also need some conditions on X and A in order to find 
good approximations to the distribution of Tn- Let A — An = S.n{X'X)~h.ni and 
\n be the smallest eigenvalue of A. Write 
aj = h!{X'X) xj for j = l,2,...,n 
Mn — max ||a;||. 
i< j<n  
We will make the following assumptions: 
Assumptions on F 
• A.la The characteristic function 7 of ej is integrable. 
• A.lb F has a nonzero absolutely continuous component which has a positive 
dens i ty  on  an  open  subse t  o f  R.  
• A.2a < 00 for some 5 > 3. 
• A.2b E\ei\'^^ < 00 for some a > 3. 
Assumptions on X, A and p 
• B.l liminf — > 0 and Mn < M, for some M E R .  
n^oo n 
• B.2 p  — 0(n^2 for any 5 > 0. 
Qumsiyeh's (1986) model has fixed dimension of x j ,  i.e., X j  is a pxl matrix of 
known numbers ,  where  p i s  a  f ixed  pos i t ive  in t ege r  and  does  no t  inc rease  wi th  n .  
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But in our model, the dimension p is allowed to increase with n .  Furthermore, X^X 
is not necessarily a nonsingular matrix in our model. Condition Mn < M replaces 
conditions A.4 and A.5 in Qumsiyeh (1986), i.e., 
||x,-|r<oc 
for some s > 3. The influence of the increasing dimension can be handled by choosing 
a suitable matrix A so that the condition B.l is satisfied. One possible area of 
application of this model is in principal component analysis. Even though the number 
of parameters increases, we can choose a suitable A which gives us a fixed number of 
linear combinations of the parameters which represent the principal components of 
interest. 
3.2 Edgeworth Expansion for Standardized Least Squares Estimators 
Under quite general conditions on the matrices X and A, it can be shown that 
1 _1 
Wn = <T~^A iTn 
is asymptotically normal with mean zero and dispersion matrix For details see 
for example Anderson (1971) or Eicker (1963). Here we obtain a refinement of these 
resu l t s ,  de r iv ing  an  Edgewor th  expans ion  fo r  t he  dens i ty  and  the  d i s t r ibu t ion  o f  Wn-
Theorem 3.2.1 Under model (3.1), assume A.la, A.2a and B.l. 
(a) There exists a bounded density qn of Wn satisfying 
sup {(1 4- ||%|| )|5n(a:) - ^s,7i($)|} = 0(n 2 ) (3.5) 
xeR^  
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where 
s—3 J ,  .  
1+Y^n  ^pr{x ,F)  
r=l  
(3.6) 
Pr{x ,  F)  is a polynomial in x  and the coefficients of pr{x ,  F )  depend on the moments 
of F of order (r + 2) or less. 
(b) Furthermore 
(3-2) 
sup 1^(14^71 E B)  — [  ^s .n{x )dx \  =  0{n  
9(=n  JB  B e Q  
for every class of Borel subsets of satisfying 
sup ^ j ^ {{dB)^ )  =  0{Tj) as  Tj \0. 
Beii 
Remark: 
Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.2.1, we have 
•) 
f x  { s -2 )  
sup \Qn{x )  -  / ^s ,n{ t )d t \  =  0{n  ^  ),  
d/S J —00 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(4—2  
I  ù ,n{ i ) { r .  
x eR^  
where Qn is the distribution function of Wn- This is a special class of sets, i.e., 
(—00,®] Ç R^. 
3.3 Edgeworth Expansion for Studentized Least Squares Estimators 
Let (T^ be the least squares estimate of cr^, i.e.. 
and define 
= \Y 'Y  -  Y '  X{X '  X ) -X 'Y ) ,  
n  
1 "• 
_ 1 V- .2 
(3.9) 
2 = 1 
(3.10) 
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Now define the studentized least squares estimate Wn as 
Wn = à-^A~\Tn. (3.11) 
Then the following theorem gives a two-term Edgeworth expansion for Wn-
Theorem 3.3.1 Under assumptions A.lb, A.2b, B.l, B.2 and s = max{4. A: + 2}, we 
have 
_1 
= o{n  2) (3.12) 
where fi is any collection of Borel subsets of satisfying 
sup $^((^^)^) = 0(7/) as 7/ \ 0, 
Eç.Çl 
and p]^(a:,F) is a polynomial in x  having coefficients depend on the moments of F 
up to the sixth moment. 
Remark: 
In Theorem 3.3.1 if we replace the population moments that appear in p]^(rc,F) by 
sample moments, we get another approximation (known as the empirical Edgeworth 
expansion) to the distribution of the studentized estimator Wn- Since the moments 
_1 
of F appear only in the term 0{n  2 ), by the SLLN (Strong Law of Large Number), 
_1 
the error of replacing the moments of F by the sample moments is thus o{n  2 )  
almost surely. As a result, empirical Edgeworth expansion also provides a better 
approximation than the normal approximation. 
Next we briefly sketch the arguments leading to the proof of Theorem 3.3.1. 
Some of the intermediate results may be of independent interest. 
sup 
Eç.Çl 
P { W n  e  E )  -  f  (1 + n ^pi{x,F) ) ( j )f^{x)dx 
J  E  
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Step I: 
Define the vector of normalized estimators by 
Rn =  
\ y/n{d-'^ - 0-2) 
Expansion for Rn will be used in Step II to find expansions for the stochastic ap­
proximation Wn (cf. (3.14) below) to Wn- Note that Rn = n 2 where 
/ \ ._1 
and = \/nA for i = 1,2,... ,n. Let be the distribu­a i  =  
tion function of with characteristic function Clearly the V^'s are independent 
with mean zero. If we assume A.2b, then for 0 < r- < 5 
EWYiW' '  <2 ' ' [E \ \ZX  +  E \e j -a '^n< CO. 
Now let S.i = disp{Yi), and S  =  ^  ^ i '  later reference, write 
for the cumulant of l^-, and oTjy = ^ w^(}^). In Lemma 3.6.6, we will show 
that S  is nonsingular. Define 
Theorem 3.3.2 Under assumptions A.lb, A.2b, B.l, we have 
. 5-3 
P{BnRn  e  E)  -  J^[ l  +  ^  re  ^Pr{x , {û ) i / } ) ] ( l> f i ^ i {x )dx  sup 
EeQ. r=l 
(a—2) 
= 0(n  ~T~  ) (3.13) 
where fi is any class of Borel subsets of R^"^^ satisfying 
sup  ^ } ; j ^ i { {dE)^ )  =  0{ t ] )  as 7/ \ 0, 
EÇiÇl 
and Pr{ - i - )  is a polynomial defined in section 3.6. 
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Step II: 
Now, define 
Wn=-^~^A 2A'(/3;-^). (3.14) 
To get an Edgeworth expansion for the distribution of the studentized estimator Wn 
we first give an expansion for Wn- Let the function iT : ,00) —*- be 
defined by 
Then 
Wn -  MH{Y)  -  H{0) ) .  (3.15) 
Since H is continuously differentiable up to order s — 1, we have the following Taylor 
expansion of around 0: 
_1 
gn{x )  =  \ /n[H{n  ' ^x ) -H{Q) \  
1 
— 2 
= grad{H{{ ) ) )x  +  -— V  Z)"^ (0 ) . - c"  +  . . .  
2! , ^7^ 
a =2 
+ (5 _ 2)1 E [D '^H{Q)  +  Ra ,n \x  
|a|=5-2 
(s—3) 
2— 
= + Y. (3.16) 
|a|=5—2 
This expansion can be justified by using Lemma 8.1, Corollaries 8.2 and 8.3 of Bhat-
tacharya and Rao (1986). 
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Clearly Wn = gni\/nY)- Let = h n { \ /nY)  and Ku be the'cumulant 
-Ifzll 
of Wn after deleting all terms of 0(n  2 ). Regarding Theorem 9.10 or Theo­
rem 9.11 of Bhattacharya and Rao (1986), the formal Edgeworth expansion of the 
characteristic function of is given by 
s—3 7. 
î ' s , n{ t )  =  1 + ^ n  2 { % ; / } )  
r=l 
exp( —), 
where 5* = [grad{H{0) )S[grad{H{0) ) ] '  = I j ^ .  Write 
" 5-3 _r _ 
i ' s , n { x ) =  1+^n  ^Pr { x , {Ku} )  
r=l 
5-3 _ 1 
l s ,n{y )  =  l+Xl" ^A'(y,{wi/}) ( f>kJr l i y ) -
r=l 
The following theorem will be useful for proving Theorem 3.3.1. 
Theorem 3.3.3 Under assumptions. A.lb, A.2b, B.l, we have 
sup 
Eei l  
P{Wn E E) — f ijjs^n{^)dx 
J  E  
where Q is a class of Borel subsets of satisfying' 
_(3-3) 
= o{n  2  ) ,  
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
sup ^ d { d E ) ^ )  —  0 { 7 ] )  as 77 \ 0. 
E^^  
3.4 Bootstrap Approximation for Studentized Least Squares Estimators 
Consider bootstrapping /3n- Let Fn be the empirical distribution function of the 
centered residuals = Vi — 1 <i <n. Draw a bootstrap sample .. .,e% 
from Fn and define y* = x[^l3n + e*, 1 < i < n. In accordance with the original 
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model, we may define the bootstrapped estimator as 
/3* = {X'xyx'Y*. (3.19) 
Define 
n  
(3.20) 
fn 
Theorem 3.4.1 Under assumptions A.lb, A.2b, B.l, B.2, and s  =  max{4,/s + 2}, 
1 
sup 
Ee^  
P{Wn* eE) -  P{Wn E E)  =  0(11  2) (3.21) 
for any collection 0 of Borel subsets of satisfying 
sup ^]^{{dE)^) = 0{t]) as 7/ \ 0. 
E^Çï  
Remark: 
Bickel and Freedman (1983) have proved that the bootstrap approximation to the 
distribution of linear contrasts is valid if and only if ^ small. This result is based on 
the normal approximation. We extend it to show that the bootstrap approximation 
is second order correct for a fixed number of linear combinations of the least squares 
estimators of regression parameters under the condition p — 0{tS^ ^^) for any 
6 > 0 .  
3.5 Example 
In this section, we will write down an explicit formula for the Edgeworth expan­
sion of Wn in Theorem 3.3.1. Formal derivation of this expansion will be given in 
section 3.6. 
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Let be independent and identically distributed random vectors 
on R^ .  Let Xv  denote the cumulant of Suppose V =  d i sp{Xi )  is nonsingular 
and V~^ = for i,j = 1,2,3. If <j)y denotes the density of the normal distri­
bution on iZ^, with mean zero and dispersion matrix F, then the Cramer polynomial 
Pi in the expansion for the characteristic function of n 2 is given by 
{%./})= E 
|f|=3 
The corresponding polynomial P]^(-<^y; {xi/})(.'c) = - 4>y{x )  can be 
written explicitly as 
{-ik(3,o,o) + 
+ • • • + :K(0,0,3) [-(Sj=i + 3%33 v^Jxj] 
^(0,1,2) [-(Z^=i + 
2^32 + ^ 33 ^2;%,^.]] 
+ 1»^^ Ej=l v^^x j  + 1,23 v^^x j ] ] } ( l )Y{x ) .  
If we take V = I^ ,  then Pi{ - ( f ) ^ ;  is given by 
" {"5 ['^(3,0,0)(~'^1 + 3zi) + X(0,3,0)(-®2 + ^®2) + %(0,0,3)("4 + ^^3) 
~2[^(2,1,0)(~'^1''®2 + ®2) + %(2,0,1)("^1^3 + ^ 3) 
+^(1,2,0)(--''2^1 + ^ l) + X(l,0,2)(-4=:1 + 
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+^^(0,2,1)(~®2®3 + ®3) + .X(o,1,2)(~''®2®3 + *2% 
- [x(l,l,l)(-^1^2^3)]}'?^3(^)' 
If we take as a random variable on the real line, then we have 
{%,/})(«) = - 3z)^(z). 
Now for the Edgeworth expansion of Wn in Theorem 3.3.1, consider the case k  =  1 .  
Then the a^-'s are scalars for i = l,2,...,n. Consequently A — is also a 
scalar. Therefore the expansion can be written as 
1 + 
_ 3^) 
.Qcr^^/n\ 
[S"=i< 
4>{x) ,  
where = Ee^. 
3.6 Proofs 
Before proving the theorems, we need some lemmas. 
Lemma 3.6.1 Let t  G and rn,((,c) be the number of elements in Bn{ t , c ) ,  where 
,  _ 1  _ 1  
Bn{ t , c )  -  { j  :  1  <  j  < n,\t A 2aJ > c||i||n 2}. 
Then for 0 < c < 1, and i ^ 0, 
Tn{ t , c )  >  (1 - c'^)Xn 
Mi 
Proof: 
n  
i=i j=i 
1 - 1 - 1  o  
= t  A  ^AA — llfII . 
(3.22) 
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Therefore, writing Be = Bn{t,c), we have 
1 
Be  BÎ  
<  Tn{ t , c ) ^ \ \ t f  +  [n-Tn{ t , c ) ]c ' ^^ -
m  n  
Dividing by we have 
m2 .2 
An n  
<  Tn{ t , c ) ^ .a  
Lemma 3.6.2 Let X be a nx.k matrix of rank k and such that the smallest eigenvalue 
A of X goes to CO as 71 —)• oo. Let s be an arbitrary positive integer. Then for 
large enough n, we can find among the rows of X, s disjoint sets with k independent 
rows in each. 
Proof: See Lemma 2.2 of Qumsiyeh (1986). • 
Proof of Theorem 3.2.1: 
Assuming, without loss of generality, that tr = 1, we have 
_1 r 
Wn = A  "1  A ' iX 'X) -Y  -  A' (3  
1 
A'{x'xrx'xi3 + A'{x'x)-x'e - A'/3 
_ 1  " 1  
= A '2A ' (X 'X) -X 'e=J2^  
since A'/3 is estimable implying that A' = CX for some matrix C, and 
A' ix ' x ) - x ' x (3  =  Cx{x ' x rx ' x i3  =  CXjS  -  A' (S .  
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Let f n{ i )  be the characteristic function of Wn-  Then 
n _i 
f n{ t )  =  E{ey ip{ i t '  ^  A 
i=i 
= (3.23) 
Since rank{A\X 'X)  X ' )  = fc, and by Lemma 3.6.2, there exist k  independent 
rows of say x!p^,x!p2,... where 1 < < ti for j = 1,2,...,/?, such that 
{A ^ar j } j= i  2 k  ^ independent vectors. Therefore the linear transformation 
u^  = t 'A  ^ar -  for j  =  l , 2 , . . . , k  
is one to one, with nonzero Jacobian J .  Let u  =  (u]^,u2,. ..,%&)\ Then we have 
Hence Wn has a bounded density qn given by 
1n{x )  =  exp{ - i t ' x ) fn{ t )d t .  (3.24) 
_ 1  _ 1  
Now write Wn = n ^ ^j = l where Zj = s /nA  for  j  — 1,2 , . . . ,n .  
Clearly, Zjh are independent with zero mean, and by assumptions A.2a , B.l and 
for J = 1,2,...,% we have 
• ' A n  • '  
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Let Vj  = d i sp{Z j ) .  Then 
1 " d i sp{Wn)  =  - ^V j  = 
i=l 
Write Xv{Zj) for the cumulant of Zj^ and xv — n )• It can be 
shown that 
Xl/ =  ^
J = 1 
where %|^j is the \uf^ cumulant of Now let z = (z^, Z2) • • • >-jt)'» where the 
components zi, Z2,. • •, Zf, oî z are real or complex, and define for each positive integer 
s, 
X6(z) = a! ^ (3.25) 
| f | = S  
and 
n ,  r - i\ 1 Xj]^+2(^) ' " ' 
PsMx. ) )  = (,,+2)!...(j^ + 2)! 
_ V v-^ Xt^i • • • Xt/m 
m=l 
* 
for s = 1,2,... and Pq = 0. The summation ^ is over m-tupies of positive integers 
(il»i2'---'im) satisfying = 5, and = l,2,...,s; 1  <  i  <  m.  The sum-
** 
mation is taken over all m-tuples of nonnegative integral vectors (, ;/'2, - - -, '''m) 
satisfying + 2, and 1 < i < m. 
Using these notations and following the lines of the proof of Theorem 9.9 of 
Bhattacharya and Rao (1986), we can show that under the assumptions of Theorem 
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3.2.1, there exist positive constants cj^(5,A:) and C2{s,k) such that for all t  E  
sa t i s f y i n g  | | f | |  <  C l { s , k ) ^ / n ,  a n d  f o r  a l l  n o n n e g a t i v e  i n t e g r a l  v e c t o r s  w ,  0  <  | z / |  <  s ,  
a n d  f o r  l a r g e  e n o u g h  n ,  
Z)''{AW-exp(-^) 
5-3 
1 + ^ M^i'dXv}) 
r=l  
< 
(3-2) 
C2{s ,k )n  
Lemma 3.6.3 The function 
+ ||^||3(^-2)+|z/|j exp(-^). (3.26) 
t  P r { i t ' , { x , y } ) e x p {  — )  
is the Fourier transform of the function Pr{—4>}^',{xi'}) obtained by formally substi 
tuting { — for for each u in the polynomial Pr{it',{xi>})- Thus 
have the formal identity 
we 
^r(-<AA;;{Xz/}) = -Pr(-^;{xV})9i'fc, 
where —D = (—D-^, —Z?2) .., —Z)j^). 
Proof: See Lemma 7.2 of Bhattacharya and Rao (1986). • 
Now by  the  inve r s ion  fo rmula ,  we  ge t  fo r  | z / |  <  s  
s—3 
1  +  ^  ^Pr{—D\{xv>})  
r=l 
(3.27) 
= (^ )^x |  exp { - i t ' x ) D ' ^ { f n ( t )  
5 — 3 J. 
l + J ^ n  ^ P r { i t ;  { x i y } )  
r=l 
5 — 3 
l + ^ 7 i  ^Pr{ i t ; {xw})  
r=l 
exp( 
exp(- • ) } \ c l t  .  
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5—3 J, 
r—1 
1 ^ k ,  
exp(-^)|c/i] 
+ (3.28) 
where 
B  =  { t  E  :  ||(|| > C]^(5,/i:)\/n}. 
(•s~2) 
Clearly, I i  = 0{n 2 ) due to (3.26). Also, over B the integrand of /g decays 
exponentially fast, and so Tg = 0{n 2 ) .  
Let 1/ = (f/^, 1/2,... be a nonnegative integral vector, \u\ < s; then 
2aj)| = 
< 
Z?^ J exp{i t '  A  2 aj  ej  )dF{ej  )  
IS'""-'" 
M n 
ni  P\u\ 
(3.29) 
where/3|^ I = Now using the Leibnitz formula for differentiation of a product 
of functions, we see that 
D " " f n { t )  ^  A ' h a A  
is the sum of terms of the form 
g { t )  —  
"is{n.i2 
ri 
D^'j f i t 'A 2 a;.) 
1 
(3.30) 
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where •  •  •  , i j  are distinct indices in {1,2, n}, , rj are positive inte­
gers, and ai,a2, - • • ,aj are nonnegative integral vectors satisfying = v, 
and j  < \u\ .  
Using Lemma 3.6.2 and taking n large enough so that X has at least 5 + 1 
disjoint sets with k independent rows in each, and since j  < \u\  < s, we can find 
_ 1  _ 1  
among {A ^  vectors ,  say {A 
and /j E . .  , i j}^  ioi  i  — 1 ,2 , ,  k.  So, using (3.29) and (3.30), we have 
/ \9{t) \di  < Ml n  
. \/Ân J 
Mn 
A 2a^-)|]. 
^1 
n|=ilT(('/i 2«i)l dt .  (3.31) 
.Now fix 0 < c < 1. Using Lemma 3.6.1, and choosing n large enough such that 
for all n > N, 4^ < K, for some K and N, we get 
r„(i,=)>y^^>5™, 
where q = ^j^ j2  ^ the number of elements in 
{i G {1,2,..., Ti}, Î G |^{î]^, ^2) • • • ) ,i2) • • • ) 
is > rn(^,c) — |[/| — k.  Now by A.la, we have 
and 
1 
> c||f | |7 l  2} 
sup |7(r)| < d < l ,  
|c|>cc]^(5,Â:) 
(3.32) 
for some constant 0 < ci < 1. 
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_1 
Furthermore, if i £ 5, then c||i||n 2 > cc^(a, A). Therefore for i G 5 and 
n > N, we have 
1 i—\v\—k (3.33) 
Substituting (3.33) in (3.31), we get 
Consider the linear transformation Uj — A 2#^. for j  = Recall 
that {A ^( ' • l -} j=i^2, . . . ,k  independent, implying that the transformation has 
nonzero Jacobian J. Let u = {ui^u2, • • • ,U},y, then 
f  \g{t) \dt  < 
J Jj  
< c{i ' ,k)n-  ^8^ ,  (3.34) 
where S = S  < and c{u^k)  = ^\J\  [ ^  \ j{z) \dz  
R 
. Hence 
J^\ fn{t) \dt  < nl^lc(i/, fc)n ~T S'" '  
= c(y, k)n~^ 6^ 
= 0{n 2 ) ,  
(a-2) 
or I2  = 0[n 2 ). Therefore from (3.28) we get 
5 — 3 J,  
x^{qn{x)  - [1 + X] ^  Pr[-D\{xu})]<i>ki^)}  
r=l  
( a - 2 )  
= 0{n 2 ) .  
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This proves part (a) of Theorem 3.2.1 with pr{x, F)4>jj{x) = Pri-Di, {xi,})4>f^{x), 
for r = 1,2,..., 5 — 3. 
_1 
To prove part (b), recall that Wn = n ^ ^j i  let Vj = disp{Zj) ,  for 
j  = 1,2,... ,71. Then we have the following properties. 
(i) The smallest eigenvalue of V = ^ bounded away from zero. 
(ii) It has been shown that 1 for any ?/ > 0 
i=i 
,  _ 1  _ 1  
(iii) Recall Be = {j  '• I  <  j  < n,  \ t  A  ^aj \  > c||f||n 2}. Let gj  be the characteristic 
function of Zj. For j G Be, t G and 6 > 0, due to assumption A.la 
sup \gj{ t ) \  = sup |7(z)| < 1. 
| | ( | |>6 \z \>cb 
Therefore, to apply directly Theorem 20.6 of Bhattacharya and Rao (1986) we need 
to show that Vj is nonsingular for some j = 1,2, ...,n. But this condition can 
be assumed without any essential loss of generality in view of the explanation in 
Bhattacharya and Ghosh (1978) and Liu (1988). Hence the result follows. • 
Before proving Theorem 3.3.1 we need to prove Theorems 3.3.2 and 3.3.3. To 
do these, we need the following lemmas. 
Lemma 3.6.4 For a > 0,  p* = rank{X'X) ,  and — Ee'^ ,  
(3.35) 
Proof: 
(7^ =z \ e 'e  -  e'X{X'X)-X'e\  
n  
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hJ 
Using Chebyshev's inequality and letting we have 
P{\a^-à '^ \> a)  = P(\ j^x ' -{x 'x)-xj€iej \> an)  
hJ 
-
— 2 2 
E 
E 
1 2 
Y,Ji{x 'xrxj t ie j  
ihi  
n  n  Z "i ix 'xrxie}  + 2Y,Y1  ^ iX 'xr^jVj  
i=l i = l i < j  
< Jj i f24x 'xr ' : i4ix 'xrxi^ i  + 
i = l  
6 E E 4x'xr ' : / j (x 'xrxi4]  
i = l  i < j  
— 2 2 
n n 
i = l  2=1 
< %o 
Lemma 3.6.5 Let X be a random vector with values in whose distribution 
has a nonzero absolutely continuous component H (relative to Lebesgue measure 
on RJ^). Let /,j; 1 < i < A:, be Borel measurable real-valued functions on . 
Assume that there exists an open ball B of R^ in which the density of H is posi­
tive almost everywhere and in which the /j-'s are continuously differentiable. If the 
functions 1, fi, f2, • • •, f}^ are linearly independent on B, then the distribution Qi of 
{fl{X), f2{X),,.., fj^{X)) satisfies Cramer's condition. 
Proof: See Lemma 1.4 of Bhattacharya (1977). • 
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Lemma 3.6.6 S = disp 
Proof: 
S = 
n 
Z&i Zi is nonsingular. 
« ELi ^  
^ -^(^1 ~ 
Let  r be a nxk matrix such that F'F = j4, then 
det{S)  = det{a I j^)  
= f^2 - ^ lUA-h' l  
> /(g ^ 
nfi2 ^  
3 2 f^2H ~ ^2 ~ ^3 
n 
n  n  
4  M4 -^2 
where In is the nxl vector of I's. 
By assumption A.lb, and the fact that l,ei,e^ are linearly independent and 
using Lemma 3.6.5 we have that 
disp 
has positive determinant, i.e., ^ 0; which implies det{S)  > 0, provided 
^2 > O.O 
Lemma 3.6.7 Under assumptions A.lb, A.2b and B.l, let 6 be a positive constant. 
Then there  exis ts  a  constant  d,Q < d < 1 such that  for  t i  G ,  and 1-2 E R,  t  — 
((p (2)^ satisfying ||(|| > 6 and for i Ç. Be for some fixed 0 < c < 1, we have 
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Proof: 
Let G and G be the cumulative distribution function and the characteristic 
function of (ej,e| — respectively. By Lemma 3.6.5, we have 
limsup |(j(/)| < 1. 
||/||—>00 
Therefore, given 0 < c < 1 and 6 > 0, we have 
sup |G(/)| = 1 (3.36) 
||(||>c| 
for some d £ (0,1). 
Now, take t  = (^2,^2)' ^ such that ||i|| > b.  Then 
and either ||i||| > g or [(gl > g. If PiU > ^ &nd i  G Be,  then 
{t ' lVnA 2a^| > c^. 
Also 1^2! > 2 1^2! > cg (since 0 < c < 1). These imply that 
\ \{ t[y/nA 2a- , i2) ' | |  > c^ .  
Hence the result follows from (3.36). • 
Proof of Theorem 3.3.2: 
_1 
Recall that BnRn = n ^Bn and that we have shown: 
(i) S is nonsingular. 
( " )  n  T , i = i  < 00, and 
i=l  
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since is uniformly bounded for i  = 1,2, . . .  ,n .  
By arguments that we can assume nonsingularity of dispersion matrix without 
essential loss of generality as mentioned in Bhattacharya and Ghosh (1978), Liu 
(1988), Lemma 3.6.6, and (i) and (ii), the conditions of Theorem 20.6 of Bhattacharya 
and Rao (1986) are satisfied, and the result follows. • 
The next lemma follows from Lemma 3.2 of Lahiri (1990) and will be used to 
prove Theorem 3.3.3. 
Lemma 3.6.8 Let ,..., for i > 1 be a sequence of independent 
and identically distributed random vectors with EX^ — 0 and E\\Xi ||"® < oo for some 
s > 3. For 1 < j < m, I < i < n and ti > 1, let be a p^xl vector of 
constants satisfying 
Suppose there exists a constant c such that —log771 = o(Sn,c)  where Sn,c  is the 
number of elements in 
n 
1=1 
m n I 
7;^ = = 0(1) as 71 ^ 00. 
J=1i=l  
{ 1  <  i  <  T j .  :  ® i 2 ^ 2 '  •  •  •  > I I  ^  ^K n  f o r  | | ( ^ 2 ?  •  *  •  >  ^ m )  I I  ~  ^ } *  
Define 
^in ~ ('^ir^tl' ®i2"^i2' • • • ' tmJ ' 
n 
i=\  
_ l  
^ in  ~ 1 < ^ 
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Suppose the distribution of Xi satisfies the Cramer condition, and 
n 
1 = 0(1) 
where A is the smallest eigenvalue of S = disp{Xi) .  Write Y = ^ ^ f—1 
Let Cl denote the Borel sigma field of R^. Then 
sup 
EeCl 
P[\ /nY E E)  — j  7s ,re(®)^ '  
J  E 
(^-2) 
= o{n 2 ) ,  
where ' ys ,n  is defined in (3.17) and k —  P j -
Proof: See Lemma 3.2 of Lahiri (1991). • 
Proof of Theorem 3.3.3: 
By Lemma 3.6.8 and the fact that Wn = gj i i \ /nY) ,  we have 
sup 
EÇ.ÇI 
P{^n & E)  — f  
' {y-9niy)eE} 
The problem now is to show that 
ls ,n{y)dy 
sup 
E^Çl 
(•s—2) 
= o(n 2 ) 
= o{n 2 ) ,  
' {y-9niy)eE} 
where ips,n is also defined in (3.17). 
Choose a positive constant 8-^ sufficiently small such that the map 
4>n[x)  -
is a C^~'^ difFeomorphism on 
9n{x)  
\ ^6+1 / 
,  X  e  R  
(3.37) 
(3.38) 
(3.39) 
(3.40) 
En = {z : .T G (3.41) 
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onto its image. The tangent space at x is mapped on to the tangent space at z = 
(f>n{x) by the linear transformation whose matrix is 
/ 
D(pn{x)  = grad{gn{x)) 
0 1 
(3.42) 
Now we may write 
^-3 _ i  1 
grad{gn{ x ) )  = gTad{ H { Q ) )  +  ^  A m { n  
m=l  
_1 
= grad{hn{x))  + 6n,s—2i '" '  x  E En (3.43) 
where Am is kx{k + 1) matrix whose elements are homogenous polynomials of degree 
m and 6ri,s—2 ^ kx{k + 1) matrix-valued function satisfying 
K,6-2(^ 2a;)||<||7Z (3.44) 
The function R' '{x)  is uniformly (in n) bounded on En and, for each x, goes to zero 
as 71 —> oo. Hence 
sup 
Eç.Çl  L {x:gn{x)eE} ls ,nix)dx-  / ,  „  ls ,n{^)d^ J{ x :gn{ x ) e E } n E n  
( • s — 2 )  
— o{n 2 ) (3.45) 
and 
L {x:gn{x ) e E } r ]En 
X ^det{D4>n{(l>n^{z))) -1  dz (3.46) 
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taking the sign of the determinant positive. Otherwise we place a minus sign before 
the expression on the right. It follows from (3.42), (3.43) and (3.44) that 
det{D(f)n{x))  = det{AQ) l + 9l(ra 2a;) + ||7i (3.47) 
where A q  = 
^ grad{H{Q))  ^  
V 0 1 / 
Here gj is a polynomial of degrees s-3 and i2"(a:) is uniformly bounded on En 
and goes to zero as n —^ CXD, for each x. It follows also that 
[det(D(l)n{x))]  ^  = [detÂQ] 1- 1  
_ 1  _ 1  „  . . .  
1 + 92(™ ^®) + | | ra  R^^{x)  , (3.48) 
where R^^{x) is uniformly bounded and goes to zero as n ^ oo. Now let 
( j )nix  + h)  -  (f)n{x)  -  D4>n{x :  h)h (3.49) 
where D(f)n{x :  h)  = f  D(j>n{x + uh)du.  Therefore, in view of (3.42), (3.43), and 
t/0 
(3.44), there is a positive constant such that 
\ \ ( l>n{x + A) -  (i>n{x)\ \  > c(^r ,5i) | | / i | | ,  {x ,x  h  e  En)  (3.50) 
provided 5]^ is sufficiently small. The estimate (3.50) is useful in comparing (})n with 
the analytic diffeomorphism 
<^7i(z) = 
hn{x)  
\ ^A:+l y 
, X G En- (3.51) 
By (3.16) 
(•s~3) . 
(3.52) 
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where R^{x) satisfies the properties ascribed to R^i^) and R]l^{x). Let y G 
^n{En) n ^n{En), and let = y, (fn{i) = V- Then 
\ \<f>n{x)  - ' f 'n ix)]]  = \\( j )n{x)  -  y\\  
= \\<f>n{x)  -  (f>n{x)\ \  
(•s—3) . 
< n (3.53) 
so that, by (3.50) 
\ \<i>n ^{y)  -  <f>n^iy) \ \  = II®-•'«II. 
(s-3) 
< c{H,6ir '^n ||.T||"-2^^(z) 
1 
= c{H,6i)-^n 
y^\\^n~^iy)\\Rni<fn~^{y)) (3.54) 
for y G ( j )n{En) H ( f )n{En)-
Now for c > 0, i'g,7z(z)exp(c||a:||^||) is Lipschitzian (uniformly in n) on R^"^^. 
Further, det{D<f)n{x)) and its reciprocal are also given by (3.47) and (3.48), respec­
tively, with the same polynomials qi and gg? and different error terms i?", 
(which are uniformly bounded and go to zero as n —> oo). We may, therefore, replace 
(j^n by 4>n in (3.46) and with = {zi, Z2, •.., zf^)', 
I  ,  ls ,n(x)dx = /  .  ,  _ 75,n(0n ^-))  
J ^ x i h n  x ) e E } n E n  J U f ^ e E W n  E n )  '  { : { E r\E {z^EE}r)( f )ni
detD(j)n{( l>n ^(-))  -1 
/  I.  ,  -  ^ ' ys ,n{4>n \ : ) )  
^E}n(j)niEn)r]( l )n(En)  
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r - - —1 1—1 (-^—3) 
X ^etD<i)n{4>n (z))  dz  + o{n ) 
'{^2 ÇiE}C\(pn{En)^<i>n{En) 
• 1  
= /{ 
X \detD(i jn{<i>n~^{z))  
X ^detD<i)n{(t>n~^{z)) 
7s,ni4 'n  (z))  
_(£zil 
dz + o{n 2 ) 
1 , -(irâl 
dz + o{n 2 )  
+ o{n 2 )  (3.55) 
uniformly for jB G Hence 
4: gn{x)GE} fs ,n{x)dx = 
1 / 
Mei(^0)l J{z^eE}n^ 'niEn)  
_ 1  .  _ 1  ] 
l  +  9 2 ( " '  i ^ ) )  d z  
7s ,ni ' i>n 
(3.56) 
Now note that 
( f>nix)  = \/n^(n ^x)  
= 2z) 
where #(z) = ^  h i ^ )  ^  
(3.57) 
. Since for sufficiently small 5^, $ is an analytic cliffeo-
V ®A:+1 / 
morphism on {||.t|| < 26^}, we may express #^^(z) as a vector gg of polynomials of 
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degree s-2 plus a remainder term 0(||z||'® on ^ ^{a: : ||z|| < 5]^}. Therefore we 
have 
1 
<f>n ( z )  = \ /nq-^{n ^z)  + 0{\ \n  ^) \ /n  
_i 
=  ^ 0  2 + 2 ^  Amn '^qzmi^)  
Tn=l 
(•s~2) . 
+ n ^0( | |z f - l )  (3.58) 
for z G <l)n{En)- Relation (3.56) reduces to 
x\detAQ\ H 1 + g2(93(^ 
\y / \detS\  
( 6-3) 
dz + o{n 2 ) 
\detAQ\^y\ J{z feE}n(fn{En) 
5-3 
1 + ^ 71 
m=l 
||z||2 (^~3) 
X exp( — ) d z  +  o { n  ^  )  
= l{ 4  e E }  5-3 m 1 + J] n m=l 
( 6-3) 
+ o{n 2 ) .  (3.59) 
Here are polynomials. Integrating out we reduce the last integral to 
the form appearing in Theorem 3.3.3, i.e., 
f  t  
/  l s ,n{^)dx^ /  i}s ,n[y)dy + o{n 2 ) .  
J{x\gn{x)^E} JE 
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This gives (3.39) and the result follows. • 
Proof of Theorem 3.3.1: 
Let E Ç. ÇÎ ,  then by Theorem 3.3.3 we have 
\P{Wn e  E)-  f  ^4 „(a:)c/a:| 
JE 
= \P{Wn e  E)  -  P{Wn e  E)\  + o{n 2), (3.60) 
and 
\P{Wn e  E)  -  PiWn e  E)\  <  P{{Wn e  E}à{Wn e  E})  
< f(||M4i-^a||>(V^log7z)-l) 
+P{[{Wn e  E}A{Wn G E}] 
n{\ \Wn-Wn\\  < (v^logTi)-!})  
< P{\\Wn-Wn\\>iV^lognr '^)  + 
P{Wn e  (5^)(V^1°S™)~^)  
< P{\\Wn-Wn\\>iV^logn)- '^)  
_1 
+ o(n 2). (3.61) 
Also 
PiWWn -  WnW > iV^logn)- '^)  = f(||A'2A% -/3)|||^ - > (v^logTz)"!) 
= P(||l^n||^^>(N/^logn)-l) (T 
< p(||fr„|| >(iog»)2) + 
f(!^>n-2(log«ri) 
<7 
r " I 1 3 1 
= P{-^—r—>n 2(log7i) 2) + o(n 2). (3.62) 
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Using Lemma 3.6.4 and condition B.2, we have 
P{ > TC~2(logn) 2) = P{\cP'- cP'\>\ar{cr + â)n 2(logn) 2) 
(T 2i 
1 3 
< P{\cP'— cr '^ \> à^n 2(logn) 2) 
1 3 
< P{\cr^  — â '^ \  + \cP'— cr '^ \  > cr^n 2(logn) 2) 
< — ô-^l > 2(log7z) 2) + 
P{\cr^  — a^\  >  ^ cr^n 2(log7i) 2). (3.63) 
Again, using Lemma 3.6.4 and condition B.2, we get 
P{1»^ -  S-h > ];rK-k\ogn)- i}  < „)3 
2 (7^ 
_1 
= o(n 2). (3.64) 
By Chebychev's inequality and using Lemma 3.6.4, conditions A.2b and B.2, we get 
P(|0-^ - cr^l > ^cr^n 2(logn) 2) < P{\cr^ — d-'^\ > 2(logn) 2) + 
P{\â^ — cr^l > 2(logn) 2) 
< o{n 2) + - (7^|^n~^(logn)® 
_1 
= o{n 2). (3.65) 
_1 
Relations (3.60) through (3.65) and taking (1 + n ^pi{x,F))(l>j^{x) — V'4,n('^) give 
the result. • 
Proof of Theorem 3.4.1: 
By Glivenko-Cantelli's lemma ||f^ —v F||oo —> 0 as n —+ oo almost surely. Also 
by SLLN (Strong Law of Large Number) 
Eni^l^) ~ /'* /(r for 1 < r < 5. (3.66) 
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Furthermore, by Theorem 3.3.1, and for E 6 0 we have 
P{Wn E) = f (f)f^{x)dx + f n ^Pi{ — D,{Ki,})(l)]^{x)dx + o{n 2) 
JE JE 
where Ky is the cumulant of = hn{y/nY) defined earlier in section 3.3 and 
Pi replaces in Theorem 3.3.1. Following arguments in Babu and Singh (1984) and 
by the nonlatticeness of F, we have 
t  /• _1 - _ 1 P{Wn* Ç: E) — / (j)f,{x)dx + /  n  ^Pi{-D,{K'l^})(^fj{x)dx + o{n 2) 
JE JE 
where is the bootstrapped version of Kjy, Then we will have 
[P{Wn''  e E ) -  P{Wn 6 E )  =  
J^[Pl{-D-, {«^}) - Pii-D; {Ki>})]((>j^{x)dx + o(l). (3.67) 
Note that 
|f/|—3 
Now the problem reduces to showing 
Kjy — Kj/ — o(l). (3.68) 
_ 1  _ 1  
Recall  that  Zj = y/nA and Zj  = \/nA for j — 1,2,...,».. It is 
easy to show that 
1A _i 
Kiy = -  \  Xu{Zj)  + o(n 2) 
n f—• • '  
1 n _i 
K-t  = xAZp + o{n 2). (3.69) 
i=i 
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Write 
X u , j  =  X u { Z j )  and x*j = X v { Z p  
m o m e n t  o f  Z j  
H * j  =  m o m e n t  o f  Z j  
and we get ~  j  ~  for 0 < r < 5. Also we can write 
Xi/J — J (3.70) 
where the summation is over m = l,2,...,|i/| and for each m over m-tuples of 
nonnegative integral vectors {ui,i'2, • • • ,i'm) and m-tuples of nonnegative integers 
satisfying = v and c{vi,... • • • .jm) is a constant 
depending only on (z/j, 1^2,... jt'm) and Ui,j2i---i3m)- These imply that 
Xv,j  -  Xlj  = o(l)-
Therefore we have 
i=i i=i 
which impUes that = o(l) due to (3.69). Hence the result. • 
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4. RESULTS ON GENERAL M-ESTIMATORS 
4.1 Introduction 
Consider a p-population linear regression model 
+ e^; i  = l ,2 , . . . , p  (4.1) 
where is the njxl vector of observation from the population; ej is a nxl random 
vector; is the kxl  vector of parameters, and X.^ is a known nonrandom 
matrix. Here A; is a fixed positive integer, and nj > 1 denotes the sample size for 
i  = 1,2,... ,n. Assume that the p populations are independent, and p as a function 
of = V? , n: ,  the number of observations, is allowed to increase with N. For 
•^2 = 1 & ' ' 
further reference, we will write ti = ^ as the average sample size. 
Let = {e^i,ej^2i ' • • 1 for z = 1,2,... and assume the e^-j's are indepen­
dent identically distributed with distribution function F, having mean zero and finite 
variance cr^. Model (4.1) can be written as 
V i j  = + Hj'^  i = 1,2,... ,p; ; = 1,2,..., (4.2) 
where x'j^j is the row of A'j, and y^j is the component of Fj. 
This model can be applied in the following situation. Suppose we conduct an 
experiment with p treatments applied to p independent groups of subjects. For each 
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treatment, we are interested in estimating a t-dimensional parameter. We believe 
also that a linear regression model is appropriate for the results of the experiment on 
each group. Suppose we are interested in finding some robust estimators of the linear 
regression parameters. For robustness, we need to explore the possibility of getting 
some M-estimators. The procedure for finding an M-estimator of the parameter can 
be described as follows. 
Let ^ be a real-valued function on the real line. Then an M-estimator 0n oi (3 = 
corresponding to ip is defined as a solution of the vector equations 
^ ^ — 1)2, •. • ,p. (4.3) 
i=i 
The asymptotic behavior of when p tends to infinity with N has been studied by 
Huber (1973), Yohai and Maronna (1979) and Ringland (1980). Portnoy (1984) has 
provided some conditions (^ —>• 0 as TV —> oo) under which f in  converges to /3  in 
appropriate stochastic manner and a'{ f in  —fi)  has an asymptotic normal distribution 
(for appropriate bounded sequences of the vector a G R^P).  In appropriate balanced 
2 
cases, Yohai and Maronna (1979) show that ^ > 0 is sufficient for consistency and 
5 
^ —> 0 is sufficient for asymptotic normality. 
Back to our problem, suppose are nonsingular matrices for i  =  1,2,...,/?. 
Define Dj = 2 and d^j  = Dj^x^j  for j  = 1,2,...,Let q = and 
for each dij = (t'ijli c?ij2) • • •, define a qxl vector c^j by 
~ (^%'jl) j 1 j2 ' • • • ' j 1 ^ ijk' '^ij2' ^ ij2^ij3 ' • * • ' jk )' 
Note that ^ ri^ed not be nonsingular. Then for each i, there exists a- qxq 
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nonsingular matrix B: such that 
n:  Z "iAj^  = 
J=1 
^ Ir i  0^ 
0 Oy 
for some < q.  Define a r^xl vector b^j  by 
» / 
for i = 1,2,... ,p and j  — 1 ,2 , . . .  ,n: .  Then 
n:  Z ^ i / i j  = E = h-
J=1 3=1 
For (^ > 0, define the set DnAS) by 
0 : 1 < J < + (6- -^2)^ > hnA U 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
for all ti e R^, ^2 6 72^% with ||ii||^ + 11^211^ — 1, z = 1,2,... ,p, where 
7ni =(X1 114;+ J] ||6ij||^. 
j=i i=i 
Let Kn^i^) be the number of elements in Dn^{S). Then the following assumptions 
will be made. 
Conditions on ip 
• C.l ip  is twice differentiable and the second derivative V'" satisfies a Lipschitz 
condition of order a, for some a > 0. 
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Conditions on F 
• C.2.(i) and have finite third moments and has finite 
second moment. 
• C.2.(ii) = 0 and ^ 0. 
• C.3 A maximal linearly independent subset of random variables {1,^(622), 
satisfies Cramer's condition. 
Conditions on X 
• C.4 are invertible for z — 1,2,... ,p. 
• C.5 max{||c/^-j||, ||fe^-j||; 1 < i < p, 1 < j < Uj} — and there exist 
positive constants and A2 such that A| < ^ < A2 for i = l,2,...,p and 
for  a l l  large N. 
Remark: 
Condition C.l is required to apply the delta method for expanding the statistics of in­
terest. The existence of finite third moments of ip{eii) and ^''(eil) in C.2 is required 
since they appear in the Taylor expansion. The existence of finite second moment of 
is used for getting probability bounds on the error of the stochastic expan­
sion. The Cramer condition in C.3 is used to simplify the proof. This condition can 
be replaced by a strong nonlatticeness condition on the error distribution function. 
If we assume that ^ > 0 as iV —> 00, then condition C.5 implies that the conditions 
(C.6) and (C.7) in Lahiri (1990) hold, i.e., — o(l) as ri j^  00, and there exists 
— log 77i • 
a 6 > 0 such that = o(l) as ^ 00 for each i  fixed (see proposition 
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in Lahiri (1990)). Indeed, we need to assume ^ 0 as iV —> oo for getting the 
validity of our results on the Edgeworth expansion. Thus, conditions (C.6) and (C.7) 
of Lahiri (1990) will continue to hold in this case as well. 
4.2 Edgeworth Expansion for Standardized M-estimators 
In this section we are going to derive a two-term Edgeworth expansion for the 
standardized M-estimator of (3. For i = 1,2,... ,p define An- = — ^i) and 
An -
\ / 
and = 
V J 
Theorem 4.2.1 Let Conditions C.l, C.2 , C.4 and C.5 hold. 
(a) Then there exists a sequence of statistics {0n} and constants , C'2 such that 
solves (4.3) and 
P(||An|| < C'lplog ^) > 1 - C2piiV 2(log ^)-3 (4.6) 
for all N  >  N q  for some TVq > 1. 
(b) If in addition C.3 holds, then for the sequence in part (a), there exist polynomials 
aniF,.) such that 
sup 
BÇidi  
P { a  ^ A n  E  B )  —  J ^ { 1  +  a n { F , x ) ) ( l ) j ^ p { x ) d a  
3 _1 
= o(p2iV 2) (4.7) 
where Op is a class of Borel subsets of R^P satisfying 
limsup sup $/. ((55)^) = 0(7/) as 7/\ 0 
N — * o o  B e ^ P  
(4.8) 
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and the coefficients of  an{F, . )  are continuous functions of the first three moments of 
and the second moment of Furthermore, 
3 _1 
\ \<^n{F,-) ' f>kpi^) \ \oo = 0{p^N 2) .  
4.3 Edgeworth Expansion for Studentized M-estimators 
Usually, the actual variance of a random variable is unknown. Therefore the 
studentized statistic is more interesting than the standardized one in applications of 
statistical analysis. Define the studentized statistic 
where à is an estimator of <7. Note that the asymptotic dispersion matrix of An is 
where cr^ = r — Eip'(eii) and 5^ = Eip^{eii). Hence the natural 
estimator of is where 
1 P «i 
; Z - 22 (4-9) 
^1=1 'j=l  
To derive an Edgeworth expansion for the studentized statistic we shall assume 
the following conditions. 
• C.6 (i) A maximal linearly independent subset of {l,V'(eii),V''(fll ), 
satisfies the Cramer condition and the elements in it have finite third moments. 
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C.6 (ii) If lies in the maximal set, condition C.5 holds with the b^j^s re-
~i j  =  placed by îjj's defined in (4.5), starting with •  (c( .,7i^ ^) for i = 1,2,... ,p 
and j  =  1,2,... ,nj. 
With this, we have the following result on the Edgeworth expansion of the stu-
dentized M-estimator. 
Theorem 4.3.1 In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2.1 (a), assume that 
condition C.6 holds. Then for the sequence {fin} of Theorem 4.2.1 (a), there exist 
polynomials ân{F,x) such that 
sup 
B^Clp 
P{^n E B)  — / (1 + àn{F,  x)) ( f ) f jp{x)da 
J JD 
for every class Çlp of Borel subsets of satisfying 
3 _1 
= o{P'2N 2) (4.10) 
limsup sup ^ f ^J{dB)^)  = 0{ t ])  a.s  T ]  \  0. (4.11) 
N^oo Bç.hp 
Also the coefficients of àniF,.) are continuous functions of the first three moments 
o{ and Furthermore 
3 _1 ||&T,(F,.)<^j^p(z)||oo = 0(pnVV 2). 
4.4 Bootstrap Approximation for Studentized M-estimators 
Now we consider the bootstrap approximation to the distribution of f in-  Let Fn 
denote an estimator of the error distribution F based on the residuals 
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for i  = 1,2,j  = l,2,...,n,-. Draw a bootstrap sample e--'s from Fn and 
U 
define 
Vij  -  + 4j-
We may define the bootstrap estimator (5^ as a solution to 
n;  
X! ^ ij'^iyîj ~ ® t = 1,2,... ,p. 
i=i 
(4.12) 
But we need to remove the inherent asymptotic bias of the bootstrapped M-estimator 
by requiring Fn and to satisfy 
(4.13) 
where En denotes the expectation under Fn- This is not the case if Fn is taken to 
be the ordinary empirical distribution function of residuals. One way to handle this 
problem is to modify the M-equations and define as a solution to the modified 
equations 
H 
;=i 
Yl ^ij ^(yîj ~ 4?A) ~ = 0 ; * = 1,2, (4.14) 
Let Fn be the empirical distribution function of e^j for i  = l,2,...,p; j  
1,2,... ,ni, and write 
'n i l  ^  
I3n =  
/ 
\ 7 
f3  =  
\ l3p J 
. . .  0  
D -
V 0  . . .  D  P /  
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In our situation, let e = (e'p e^,..., e^)' then we have the following result. 
Theorem 4.4.1 Assume the conditions of Theorem 4.2.1 hold and < oo. 
Then there exist constants C2 and a sequence of Borel sets Ç such that 
for given e G Ajy, P{e G —> 1 as TV —+ 00: 
(a) there exist a random vector /3^, depending on e*j  for i  = 1,2,... ,p; j  — 
1,2,... ,n.^ such that (3^ solves equations (4.14) and. 
fTi < Ciplog:^  ^ > 1 -C2p2Ar-2(log:^ )-3. (4.15) 
(b) If in addition, condition C.6 holds, then 
sup Pni{ànDr'^{ l3* -  M e B)  -  P{{crDrH^n -  (3)  E B)  
Bç.Q,p 
3 _1 
= o{p^N 5). (4.16) 
(c) Furthermore 
sup |f7i((4Z))-^()9* - ;ân) e B) - f ((&7iD)-l(;9n - )g) € B)| 
Bç.^p 
3 _1 
= o(p2N 2), (4.17) 
for every class Clp of Borel subsets of R^P satisfying 
limsup sup { { d B ) ^ )  =  0 { t ] )  as 7/ \ 0. 
N—>00 B^Clp 
Remark: 
Theorems 4.2.1, 4.3.1 and 4.4.1 are extensions of the Theorems 2.1, 2.2 and 2.4 of 
Lahiri (1990), respectively, from a one-population model to a p-population model for 
which p is allowed to increase with the number of observations. 
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4.5 Example 
In this section, we will give an example to demonstrate the feasibility of all 
conditions used in this chapter. Consider a p-population linear regression model 
Vi — ^nl^i Î = 1) 2,..., p! 
where and are nxl random vectors from the population. For i  = 1,2 , . . .  ,p ,  
let £^2'• • • ' ^ m)' assume the e^-^-'s are independent identically dis­
tributed with distribution function F{x)  = 1 — for a; > 0 and zero otherwise. 
Let V'(®) = — 6 be defined on the real line. Since ^"(a:) = 6z exists and satis­
fies a Lipschitz condition of order a for any a G (0, g), condition C.l is satisfied. Also 
/•oo q _ 
I X e ^dx < oo implies that &nd ^ (en) have finite third moments and 
I/O 
/•co „ _ 
T (^ll) has finite second moment. Furthermore Eip{ei i )  = / x  e  ^dx  — 6 = 0 
oo 
and Etp'{eii) — j Zx^e~^dx = 6^0. Therefore condition C.2 is satisfied. 
Using the fact that 1, z —6, 3x are linearly independent, Lemma 3.6.5 shows the 
fulfillment of condition C.3. Similar arguments will give us condition C.6 by noticing 
that 1, — 6,3x^,x^ — 12x^ -f 36 are linearly independent. Condition C.4 is clearly 
, . • _1 
satisfied since l^ln = ra for i = 1,2,... ,p. It is easy to show that d^j = = n 2 
for i = l,2,...,p and j  =  l,2,...,n. Thus condition C.5 is satisfied. Therefore all 
conditions in this chapter are satisfied by this special case of model (4.1). 
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4.6 Proofs 
Proof of Theorem 4.2.1: 
First we outline the major steps in the proof. 
Step (i) Express the M-equations (4.3) in the form H{An)  — 0 and obtain a repre­
sentation of the form 
An = /f(0)(A„) + if(2)(An), (4.18) 
where is a function of x  of order i  for i = 0,2. 
Step (ii) Using step (i) ,show that there is a particular solution to (4.18), say An 
which satisfies 
ll^nll = 0(plog—) (4.19) 
P 
3 1 
except with probability of order o{p^N 5(log^)~^). Then this will prove part 
(a). 
Step (ill) Show that the root A% can be expanded as follows: 
An = + Rn (4.20) 
(1-a) (l+a) N'ji 3 1 /Y " 
P{\\Rn\\  > N (log-)2+")<C'3p2iV 2(log-)-3, (4.21) 
for all N  >  Nq,  and the remainder term R n  satisfies 
(l-g) (l g) 
[ g . 
V P 
for some C'3 > 0. Again here H^^\x)  is a function of x  of order i  for i  = 0,2. 
Step (iv) Finally, find an Edgeworth expansion of 
Tn = Âr(0)(e) + ^(2)(e) 
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and show that 
P{a- '^Tn eB)-  + an{F,x))<i>j^^{x)di  
3 _1 
= o{p^N 2) (4.22) 
uniformly in B E Op. 
Now we are going to explain the steps in more details. 
Details for Step (i) 
By a Taylor expansion, equations (4.3) can be written as 
ni  
12  di j -4>{Hj)  -  Y ,  iHj)  
i=i j=i  
1 
+ 2 E = 0 
J=1 
(4.23) 
where rjij is a point between e^y and e^j — for i = l,2,...,p and j  =  
1, 2 , . . .  ,n^-. Equation (4.23) can be written in a simple notation as H{An)  — 0. Now 
define 
^  Y i o T  i  =  
j=l  
/ 
An -
0  . . .  0  \ 
0  . . . .  Afip  J  
Let A = where r = Ei^ '{e i i ) .  For fixed p,  if HAy,. - /1|| < -^ then An is 
invertible and || < r^. In that case we can write equations (4.23) as 
AT, = #)(A,z) + jy(2)(An), (4.24) 
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or in a more explicit representation, for t = 1,2,... ,p as 
— ^n-
1 
n:  n:  
(4.25) + 
j=i i=i 
This completes the proof of step (i). • 
Before going to the details of step (ii), we need to state a lemma. Recall that 
H 1 H 
IMtj 11^) + ^ i = l)2,...,p. 
j=l  J=1 
By assumption C.5, it is clearly that 
1 
In .  • =  0(n  5) i = l,2,...,p. 
Hence the next lemma follows from Lemma 3.3 of Lahiri (1990) 
Lemma 4.6.1 Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2.1, for each i  = 1,2,... ,p, there 
exists C; > 0 and sup C: < C for some C > 0 such that 
l<,<p 
<^i[E\i^ieii)\fn 2(log7i) ^ + exp(-
-P I II ^ diji'iHjïï > lognj < 
Cv(logn)2 
-3 
af(fii) 
) (4^6) 
p yl^M^ - T I J ^ W  >71 3 log  n j  < 
C' i lBl / (€ i i ) l ]^n~2( logn)~^ + exp(-
£^(r(nir  
n:  
^ ( I S -  Ei ' ' iHj)] \  >(% 2 logn)2 
CiE[ip"{ei i )]^n~2{logn)~^ +exp{  J -
E[jp  (q i )] '  
(4.27) 
(4.28) 
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Proof: See Lemma 3.3 of Lahiri (1990). • 
Details of Step (11) 
Let i  be fixed. By the uniform continuity of V*" and Lemma 4.5.1, it follows that 
there exist and C2i and positive integer nQ > 1 such that for all > ng, outside 
of a set of probability 2(logn)~^ the right hand side of (4.25) is less than 
log71, whenever ||An^-|| < Culogn. Therefore by Brower's fixed point theorem, 
it follows that on this set, there exists for i = 1,2,... ,p satisfying (4.25) 
and IjAn^ll < Cjjiogn. Therefore 
•  _ 1  _ o  
P(IIAn-ll > C'l^logn) < C2in ^(logn) . 
Now by assumption C.5, there exists C]^ > 0 such that 
N ^ 
P(||A7i|| > Ciplog — ) < P(^ ||An^.|| > plogn) 
^  i=l  
P 
2 = 1 
p _1 
< XI ^2i^ 2(log7i)~^ 
i=l  
3 _ 1 AT Q 
< C2P^N 2(log-)-"^ 
for some C2 > 0. This proves step (ii). • 
Details for Step (iii) 
For each i  = 1,2,... ,p, recall that 
j=l  j=l  
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Following the arguments in Lahiri (1990), we can write 
An." = T ^9n: + R\n: (4.29) 
"i  
where On^ = ^Ini satisfies 
^(ll^lnjll > ^(log")^) < 2(logn) 
Using (4.29), we can write 
"i .g 
É + «2»;. (4.30) 
J=1 J=1 
where -R2ti^ satisfies 
(1+Q:) „ _1 „ 
f(||A27iJI>C2m (log7i)2+(^)<C2m 2(log7i)-'^ 
for all N > #Q. Here we have used the Lipschitz condition on ijj"i and Lemma 4.6.1. 
Next note that 
- A-^ = A-^{An - A)A-^ + A'^iAn - A)A-^{An - A)A-^. (4.31) 
Then for each i, using (4.25), (4.29), (4.30), (4.31) and Lemma 4.5.1, we can write 
Ân^- = r ^Oni — T ^(^nj -
-3 + V E (4-32) 
i=i 
for i  = 1,2,... ,p, and for all N  >  Nq,  and the remainder term satisfies 
f(||A..|| > (logn)2+(^) < C^7i-2(log7i)-3. 
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Therefore (4.32) can be written as 
Ân = H^^ke)  + + Rn,  
(3+Q:) (1+Q:) ^ 
where Rn satisfies 
Pi\ lRn\ \>Csp'^  ( l o g y ) 2 + « ) <  
f ( E  ( l o g » ) 2 + « )  <  
i=l  
E (logn)2+«) < 
i=l  
1 
2 (log a) < 
i=l  
3 _1 iV Q 
CgpS# 2(log—)-3. 
Thus, (4.33) gives the stochastic expansion for An- Now define 
Tn = 
Details of Step (iv) 
Consider Tn = (T4pT^2'• • •'^np)' where 
Tni  — T - 2 ,  
-3 
+ V E 
i=i 
(4.33) 
(4.34) 
(4.35) 
(4.36) 
for i = 1,2,... ,p. Following arguments in Lahiri (1990), for any fixed i we have 
sup 
~ IE P{o-  ' •Tn. -eE)-  {1 + anAF,x))4>j^{x)dx  
= o{n 2) ,  (4 .37)  
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where an^{F,.) are polynomials and is a class of Borel subsets of satisfying 
sup = 0(77) as77 \ 0, (4.38) 
and the coefficients of an-{F, . )  are continuous functions of the first three moments 
_1 
oî ip{ei i )  and ip  (en)- Furthermore, = 0{n 2). 
Let us assume cr = 1, without loss of any generality. Using the fact that 
Tni ,  Tn2 > • • • > Tnp 
are independent random vectors, we can write P{Tn E B) as 
P{Tnp G B2{tn-^ > • • • > ^np_-^)\tn-^ > • • • > inp_-^)dP{tiri.^ > • • • j^np_-^ )> (4.39) 
where 5^x52 (în]^,..., Tnp_^)  = B and P{tn^,..., tnp_i)  ^ probability measure 
induced by the random vector (T^^,..., )'• Since 
Bix{dB2)'^ C {dBf (4.40) 
for any 7/ > 0, it immediately follows that 
= 0(77) (4.41) 
uniformly in 5 G Op. Consequently 
except for (T^^ ,7^2' ^ C, where 
= ^(V)' (4.42) 
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Proof of (4.40): 
Take any x  = zg,• • • )®p) G Bix{dB2)^•  Then 
x i e  B i & n d { x 2 , . . . , x p )  e  { d B 2 ) ^  G  5 ^  a n d  3  y  =  ( 2 / 2 , . . .  , 2 / p )  ^  ^ ^ 2  
such that ||(z2,...,zp) - {y2,  •  •  •  iVp)]]  <  V 
X G (dB)^  
since (a:i,j/2) • • • )2/p) E B.O 
Since the 0(7]) terms are uniform in B, we can now apply the result (4.37). For 
any p  and B E Clp  
P { T n e B ) -  f  !  { l - \ - a n p { F , x ) ) ( j ) ^ { x ) d x d P { t ' n ^ , . . . , t ' n  . ) '  
JB- \  Bo 
= 0(7/) + o(n 2). (4.43) 
Iterating this procedure p times, we obtain 
P{Tn e  B)-  / (1 + an- { F ,xi))(j} f ^{xi)dxi 
J £} {  
_1 
= 0{pr])  + po{n 2). (4.44) 
The value of 77 is, however, arbitrary. It does not depend on p or TZj, nor does it appear 
in the left hand side of (4.44). Thus by the assumption C.5, the error on the right 
3 _1 
hand side of (4.44) can be written as simply o(p2iV 2), Taking (1 + an(F , x ) )  = 
n?_2^(l + an^{F,xi)), where x^ G îoi i = 1,2,... ,p and x — (.-c^ .t^, ... ,Xp)' G 
R^P gives the result (4.22). This completes the proof of Theorem 4.2.1. • 
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Next we consider the studentized M-estimator of /3.The stochastic approximation 
for the studentized statistic is derived by using the approximation for An in the proof 
of part (b) of Theorem 4.2.1. For i = 1,2,... ,p, let 
1 
'3  = 1 
^ni  = —.Yl  
';=1 
ô'n^ = (4.45) 
The next lemma follows from Theorem 2.2 of Lahiri (1990). 
Lemma 4.6.2 Under the assumptions of the Theorem 4.3.1, for any fixed i  = 
1,2,... ,p, there exist polynomials ànj^{F,.) such that 
_1 
= o{n 2) (4.46) 
for any class of Borel subsets of satisfying 
sup ^K{{dE)^)  = 0{r i )  as  T)  \ 0 .  (4.47) 
Ee^i  
Also, the coefficients of ân^(F,.) are continuous functions of the first three moments 
of !/'(e]^j),V''(e2^]^) and ^'^(^11)- Furthermore 
_1 
\ \àni{F,  . )<^t(a:) | |oo =  0{n 2  ) .  
Proof: 
Details of the proof of this Lemma can be seen in the proof of Theorem 2.2 of 
Lahiri (1990). An outline of the proof is as follows. 
sup 
F.aOi  
^NJ E E) — / (1 + ÀNJ{F ,x))(f)F^{x)da 
J hi  
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Step (i) For each i = 1,2,... ,p, define 
' "^ = 1 
H 
'L  = 
and show that 
^2 
~ - 27--EV'"(qi)— X! + -^K:' 
where Rij^. satisfies 
f ( l|fll„;ll > » 2(lo6»i)-») ) < cit-^iloen)^" 
for any a > 0 and some c = c(a)  > 0. 
Step (ii) Define = 'i'{Hj)i>'i^ij) and show that 
^r i i  -  ^in,. = 2^- X 
i=i 
where satisfies 
P ^||^2n.|l >n"2(logn)-" + n-l(logn)2^ < c ^7i~2(logn)-3 + n~2(logn)-« 
for any a > 0 and some c = c(a) > 0. 
Step (iii) Show that 
. -W , rr,/_ _\.2 
= (T-^r;i.+2(ra'))-%.[2(ri^.-T)a' 
SUi  
+  T V - ^ L )  
"t  
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n;  
+ 27irl g d!-eni{s '^rEi>"{ei i )  -  r '^EWm)] 
3 = 1 
+ ^Zn:  
= Tni  + Rzni^  
where the remainder term satisfies 
P ^ll^3njll > "•~2((logn)~^ + (logn)~®)j < cm 2 (^(logn)"^ + (logn)"®) 
for any a > 0 and some c = c(a) > 0. 
Step (iv) The Edgeworth expansion for can be derived in the same way as that 
of Tji^ in step (iv) of the proof of Theorem 4.2.1. • 
Proof of Theorem 4.3.1: 
Clearly, by assumption C.5 , for i  = 1,2,... ,p, we have 
- I  1  _ 1  
oi jn^  +n'  ^  )  =  o(p2 N 2 ) and 
^n:  ^  _ _  
—— —> 1 as —> oo, 
<7"n 
where is an estimator of cr based on the data taken from the population, and 
CTfi is that taken from all p populations. Therefore, for any fixed i = 1, 2,... ,p and 
by Lemma 4.6.2, we have 
sup 
Ee^i  
P{&n e  E)-  f  (1 + àn- iF,x))4>j^{x)dx  
J  E  
1  _ 1  
= o(p3jV 2; (4.48) 
Then following the details of step (iv) of the proof of Theorem 4.2.1, we get 
sup 
BE:dp 
/ (l + â;^(F,z)),Atp(a:Ka: 
~IB 
3 _i 
= O{p'2N 2), (4.49) 
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where 
(1 + ân(F,a:)) = 
Now, for any fixed i, let Fn^ be the empirical distribution function of ^j',j = 
Take a bootstrap sample e*^- from Fn^ and define (5^^ as a solution to 
(4.14) and define by replacing the role of F by Fn^. Then the next results 
follow from Theorem 2.4 of Lahiri (1990). 
Lemma 4.6.3 Assume that the conditions of Theorem 4.2.1 hold and 
Then for any fixed i ,  there exist constants Cii,C2i and a sequence of Borel sets 
A-in^ G such that P(e,j- G ^itî^) —> 1 as —>• oo and given G ^in^-
(a) there exists a random vector depending on that 
solves (4.14) and 
Pn{\ \D-  ^ i l3n.  -/?n,-)ll < C'lilog") > 1 - ^ un 2(loga)' (4.50) 
(b) Furthermore 
sup 
£ (  G f î j  
- f (((TD,.)-X)87Z^ - A) G -1/a 
< C2iSn:n 2, (4.51) 
where Sn; — —> 0 in probability as oo. 
(c) If in addition, the conditions of Theorem 4.3.1 hold, then there exists a constant 
C^l such that given G 
sup 
E^Qi 
PN.({»LDIR'WÛ;-FINI) S B) -  />((»„;- JS;) € E} 
2,(4.52) 
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where —> 0 in probability as CXD. 
Proof: See Theorem 2.4 of Lahiri (1990). • 
Proof of Theorem 4.4.1: 
By Lemma 4.6.3 and assumption C.5 , there exist Cj < C for all i = 1,2,... ,p 
such that 
f n d l B f V î ; - & ; ) ! !  < C ; l û g y )  
>l-CipiN~i(log-r^, (4.53) 
sup 
EeQi 
1  _ 1  
= o{p^N 2), (4.54) 
sup - ,8,z;) € E) - f G E) 
1  _ 1  
= o(p2Ar 2). (4.55) 
Again by following the arguments in the proof of Theorem 4.2.1, all the results 
of Theorem 4.4.1 immediately follow. • 
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have seen that the distribution function of the normalized sum of a sequence 
_1 
of independent random vectors admits an asymptotic expansion in powers of n 2 in 
the sense that the remainder is of a smaller order of magnitude than the last term in 
the expansion. Here Edgeworth techniques provide a general means of approximating 
the density functions of quite complicated distributions. The Edgeworth expansion 
to order r is, essentially, the result of approximating the characteristic function of a 
random variable to order r in n 2, applying the inverse Fourier transform to this 
approximation and using the result as an approximation to the probability density 
of the random variable. 
The results in the theorems of chapter 4 can be extended in a straightforward 
way to get higher order Edgeworth expansions. Under further smoothness condition 
on ip, we may follow the steps in the first part of the proof of Theorem 4.2.1 to derive 
closer stochastic approximations for An and use it to obtain more terms in the 
Edgeworth expansion. In that case, we would need to impose the Cramer condition 
on the joint distribution of a maximal linearly independent subset of the random 
variables {1, )> • • • > some r > 2, depending on the order 
of expansion. However, the derivation is certainly going to be more and more messy. 
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Suppose is the dimension of the parameter in the population for i  = 
1,2,... ,p. But in this model we need to have a restriction such that 
sup < k 
1=1,2)...,p 
for all p and for some positive integer k  to avoid the problem of handling the increase 
of kj^ a,s p,N oo. This is one possible way of extending the p-population linear 
regression model to different dimensions of the parameters. 
A few words of warning concerning the use of the Edgeworth expansion should 
be given. First, if we do not have enough finite higher moments, the expansions are 
typically not convergent, and it is therefore not safe to include many terms. Second, 
the absolute error is uniformly bounded over the whole range of the distribution, but 
the relative error (of the density) is sometimes unbounded. A specific phenomenon 
related to this is that the approximating measure, which is a signed measure, may 
give negative tail probabilities. To prevent such misuses of the expansion one should 
inspect the individual terms. If these are rapidly decreasing in magnitude, this indi­
cates a good approximation, although a precise result of this kind is hard to obtain. 
It is important to notice that the Edgeworth expansion is closed under a large 
class of transformations (see Bhattacharya and Ghosh (1978) and Skovgaard (1981)). 
As a result, explicit expansions can be computed in great generality and these form 
a good basis for investigations of asymptotic properties. Bhattacharya and Rao 
(1986) have explored the expansions of lattice distribution functions. Expansions 
based on some well known distribution functions other than normal remain as a 
more challenging task for mathematical statisticians. 
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The bootstrap philosophy is to estimate the probability distribution of data as 
accurately as possible and then find or approximate the sampling distribution of the 
relevant statistic under this estimated distribution. Thus the empirical distribution 
function is not the only estimator that can be used. Furthermore, in many situations, 
the empirical distribution function does not work, so we need to find other suitable 
estimators which work in the problems we consider. Efron (1979) gives a series 
of examples in which the usual bootstrap principle works. He also establishes the 
validity of the approach for a general class of statistics when the sample space is 
finite. 
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